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by any means; electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or
otherwise, without written permission from the copyright holder(s).
You must not distribute any part of this ebook in any way at all. Members of
eBookwholesaler are the sole distributors and must abide by all the terms at
http://www.ebookwholesaler.net/terms.php

Disclaimer
The advice contained in this material might not be suitable for everyone.
The author obtained the information from sources believed to be reliable
and from his own personal experience, but he neither implies nor intends
any guarantee of accuracy.
The author, publisher and distributors never give legal, accounting, medical
or any other type of professional advice. The reader must always seek those
services from competent professionals that can review their own particular
circumstances.
The author, publisher and distributors particularly disclaim any liability, loss,
or risk taken by individuals who directly or indirectly act on the information
contained herein. All readers must accept full responsibility for their use of
this material.
All pictures used in this book are for illustrative purposes only. The people in
the pictures are not connected with the book, author or publisher and no
link or endorsement between any of them and the topic or content is
implied, nor should any be assumed. The pictures are only licensed for use
in this book and must not be used for any other purpose without prior
written permission of the rights holder.
Images © 2010 Jupiterimages Corporation, a Getty Images company.
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Author’s Disclaimer
The products and statements made by Michael S. Johnson are copyright of
the author. No part of his books or web pages may be reproduced or reused
without written permission. All trading and gambling involves high risk and
potential money loss.
All web pages and books of Michael S. Johnson are supplied for education
purposes only and, as experienced in the subject matter as the author is,
the material herein does not constitute professional business advice,
promises of financial reward, or make guarantees of any specific nature.
Michael S. Johnson does not accept responsibility for any decisions made by
purchasers of this book. The reader is advised to consult with appropriately
qualified business professionals when/if such advice is required.
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You Are a Multi-Dimensional Being
Homo Noeticus and Intuitive Mind-Power
“The most exciting breakthroughs of the 21st Century will occur not
because of technology but because of an expanding concept of what
it means to be human.”

John Naisbitt

The technique you are about to learn is a simple form of mental interactive
communication. It is available to all who learn to use it regardless of what
talents and abilities they may otherwise have, and regardless of education,
age, or religion.
We all think we understand communication like speech and hearing.
However, Interpretation of hearing is a form
of communication that can vary from person
to person. Communication of this kind may
just as easily be transmitted from speaker to
listener through a short physical space or a
long physical space using radio waves or by
other devices.
Such long distance communication may be
accompanied by visuals and body language.
The meaning of any such communication is determined precisely by the
interpretation of the individual doing the receiving.
A Spanish radio broadcast may mean nothing to a non-Spanish speaking
Scotsman, yet that same speech may render a Spaniard ecstatic with
delight. The speech was the same; the difference was the interpretation.
The communication may be audio only in the form of music and such music
may cross the language barriers and be interpreted by all. Such
communication, as with speech and pictures, may be frozen and re-released
via modern equipment designed for such a purpose.
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Smell is a form of communication. If I led you blindfold to a hot bread shop,
the communication of the passing aroma would “speak” to you very clearly,
just as a walk around a shopping mall would give a blind or even blindfolded
man many different communications.
Communication may well be visual. What we see, whether it is short range
or long range, or recorded and reproduced, influences our “interpretation
centers” in different ways.
It may be touching, the kiss of a loved one, the trusting hand of a child, the
smack of a boxer punching an opponent, all touching sensations.
Each form of communication can be good or bad, happy or sad, friendly or
unfriendly, and may have overtones of any feeling that we can think or
imagine.
Emotions are the interpretations
we have when we see, feel, hear, touch,
sense or smell or imagine.
Close your eyes and visualize a mansion!
Depending on where you are now, your
picture may well be different from the
picture visualized by the person sitting next
to you.
My picture of a mansion is Buckingham
Palace, the official home of the Queen of
England, a magnificent old structure that I
once visited, and which has been the seat of
power of the Royal Family for several
hundred years.
I then asked a friend the same question and
he visualized a “mansion” as one of the magnificent homes of the
millionaires that live in the hills near his original home in Germany. Same
word, different interpretation! All based on what we believe.
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Just remember, for later on, that what you interpret may not be what
another person interprets, even though the message you are both receiving
may be the same. What you picture in your mind may have meaning that no
one but you can interpret correctly.
The final way to receive and interpret “information” is through mental
imagery. It is learning how to ask for and receive and interpret this imagery
that is your intuitive mind power advantage.
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Thoughts
Thoughts Are Energy
A thought or an image you receive in your imagination via ESP or in any
other way is nothing more and nothing less than an electronic form of
mental energy. All thoughts are energy, whether created deliberately or
tuned into accidentally.
The mind cannot be still. It is true
perpetual motion. It goes on
“thinking” 24 hours a day 365 days
a year, all your life, regardless of
whether you are engaged in high
speed brainwave, deep
concentration activity like having a
nap, watching television, or having
a genuine sleep. The body may
rest but the mind never sleeps.
Ask your dreams?
The first thing you need to know is that energy is never static. Energy flows
and takes many forms. You, as a multi dimensional being, are a part of
many universal energy flows; from polar magnetic fields, to gravitational
electrostatics; from stellar magnetism to earth core gravity; from solar
energy to powers and radiations that affect both body and mind in ways
both known and unknown.
Energy flows in accordance with physical and psychic demands. It flows
from commands made consciously and from commands issued
subconsciously. Also, from habits that you may not even know you possess.
There is a law of cosmic habit force that states you will continue to do things
the way you have habitually conditioned yourself to do things without
thinking, until you replace any ingrained habit with another stronger habit.
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Thoughts Are Things
Yes, thoughts are things.
Who said that? Well Napoleon Hill did, the author of the classic self help
book, "Think and Grow Rich" after studying thoughts and the lives of 500
super successful people of his generation, the multi millionaires of his day.
As a young reporter he studied,
talked to, and recorded the thoughts
of these people for over 20 years.
After all that work, research, notes,
writing, thoughts, people, and
success stories, after it was all over,
he came to the conclusion that
“thoughts are things.”
Let me quote from the first paragraph
of Think and Grow Rich.

“Truly, thoughts are things” and powerful things at that, when they are
mixed with definiteness of purpose, persistence, and a burning desire for
their translation into riches, or other material objects.”
That’s the coolest expression I ever heard. Thoughts are things. In fact, if
he hadn’t used the catchy best selling title of “Think and Grow Rich”
Napoleon may well have called his book “Thoughts are Things.” Of course it
wouldn’t have been a runaway best seller under that title. But as “Think and
Grow Rich” it sold so well that the average man, the ordinary man, the in
my humble opinion kind of man, bought it, used it, and did indeed “Think
and Grow Rich.” The ordinary kind of man would of course, in Hill’s day,
have rejected that Thoughts are Things kind of title as too intellectual, and
it would not have become a best seller.
Phew! Close one Napoleon. As Thoughts are Things it would have perished
with the passing of time as all living things do, as our ancestors did. As your
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friends and relatives and all of us will. Napoleon’s Hill verdict: correct
choice of the right positive emotive words at the right time.
So what are things? On the macro, the universe is a thing. On the micro, so
is an electron. An animal is a thing. A vegetable is a thing. Gold is a thing as
is a diamond. Our bodies are things. Blood is a thing, as is our heartbeat.
Trees are things. Birds are things. Plants are things. The glories of the stars
are things. So are the five senses. What about music, laughter, and
intelligence. Yes all these are things. So what did Napoleon Hill mean when
he started his book in such a controversial way saying “Thoughts are
things?”
Some of the things I’ve mentioned are solid and real. We can see them, feel
them, and touch them. A tree is a thing because it is real. A house is real. A
star is real because we can see it. The wind is real because we can feel and
hear it. Our lovers are real because we can touch and feel the pleasure we
give each other.
At times we can share the invisible
gift of humor and laughter. These are
real too. So is sharing. Sharing is an
invisible thing. We can share music
also, and enjoy the benefit of those
who went before and left us musical
instruments that might be impossible
to re-invent in today’s hectic world.
Now we have something that is a
thing but which is invisible, music,
singing, laughter, and words starlight.
All are things. All are real. A thought,
a human, a house, a word, all are real
things.
Everything around you is the child of
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creative thought. Thought which is in its place, is the child of the universe,
as are you.
So if thoughts are things, and things are things, and if things can be both
visible and invisible, how important is it that we accept that the two are able
to merge. That the one can be two and the two can be one. One can
become the other once we develop a belief that this is so.
Much as a newborn baby appears to be helpless and useless, so do many
thoughts appear at birth. But can not that child, with care and attention,
become an intellectual adult who can, as he/she progresses through life, not
learn to use the principles of success to become greater than the giver of
the gifts that he/she uses to become what must be a personal destiny.
Yes, all is possible through the power of creative thoughts because thoughts
are things. You have the power to use your thoughts in any way you
choose. For the power of choice is yours.
Success and failure are both invisibles that are born of thoughts. The former
is achieved by mastery of the simple fact that thoughts are things. Achieved
by finding the tide on which to flow, by working with desire, faith, action,
using imagination, persistence and all the powers of the mind and body to
achieve a definite major goal or goals in life.
The latter, failure, about which the least said the better, is achieved with no
work whatsoever, by moving with the winds of change that blow in many
different ways. Indecisive winds full of the multiple ghosts of fear ugh, let us
move on.
This afternoon I was playing a favorite musical DVD of mine, Yanni Live at
the Acropolis. I observed the incomparable Yanni and his orchestra, swing
sections, percussion, rock, rhythm, and individual soloists as they moved
through their paces. Playing music that originated as someone’s thoughts
transcribed from the mind to a musician performed by a maestro. Now this
is a kind of genius which sort of proves that thoughts are things.
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At the start of this magnificent concert I observed all the musicians, men
and women, dressed to suit their part, and I thought, “Is it possible that any
of them partaking in this magnificent spectacular concert, could ever think
that they were “ordinary” musicians”? If they wrote to a friend, would they
sign in the old way of “your humble and obedient servant”, NO WAY.
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Words Are Things Also
Words are what give thoughts a second
dimension. Say a word and it becomes a little
more solid, more real. Whisper it and it takes a
form and changes from a thought into a reality.
Shout it and it takes on solidity. Record or write
down the words that originally were thoughts and
they take on a definable recoverable reality that
cannot be lost.
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Thoughts Have Become Words
and Words Have Become Things
If this is so, and I
believe that it is, then
the quality of the words
that you use is of great
importance.
Use words like, “I’ll
try”, “perhaps”,
”maybe”, even “I
can’t”, and the thought
that preceded the word
loses power. These are negative words. The more you use these negatives
the more powerful they become. The easier you learn to believe them, and
the more you believe the negatives the truer they will become, because
what you believe is true. You have thought it, failed to dismiss the thought,
and given the thought power by changing it into a word.

“You’re fired.”
Watching an episode of The Apprentice one day, I recall one of the potential
apprentices used the expression: “white trash” about himself. Something
like: “I’m only white trash back in the town I come from.” Certainly the
speaker was half joking. But Mr. Trump, who is a marvelous example of
everything positive, wouldn’t have words like that in his boardroom. He
sacked the man on the spot telling him never to think or say words like that
about himself in Mr. Trump’s presence, or anywhere else. Also, told him in
no short order that he was fired. Mr. Trump understood that words are
things. How powerful negative words are. Just how powerful, in the
opposite corner, positive words are.
Both solid and invisible things have a life; a star or a thought. All of these
things have offspring. Yet none have the offspring with the ability to talk;
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